Fight constant
IT changes and
escalating costs
with runbook
automation
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Welcome to a chaotic,
changing race
Your business and IT departments are faced
with many challenges that require you to
adapt rapidly — or face the consequences of
a slower response and possibly damage to
your business. The fact is your buyers, your
customers and your users all expect more
from you. As the person responsible for IT
in your company, it’s time to rethink your
entire approach.

The realities of now
Now → 2 years later

42%
Enterprise data will grow at the rate
of 42.2% for the next two years.1

Now → Future

2/3
Almost two-thirds of business buyers
have switched vendors to get a more
“consumer-like” experience.2
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Off to a great start
adopting cloud
Finding ways to adapt
Most CIOs have realized they needed
to update their historic approach to IT.
On-premises infrastructures and service
delivery can limit your ability to adapt
quickly enough to changing conditions.

But there are challenges
While a multicloud approach can free
you from aging infrastructure and constant
capital expenditures, cloud adoption
brings with it an increased demand for
IT services.

Enterprises are adopting multicloud
to meet customers’ needs for high
availability, low latency and ease of use.

56%

92%

of CIOs say IT is becoming more
of a business imperative.4

65%

Multicloud adoption stands
extremely high at 92%.3
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“Now and in the foreseeable future,
you’ll have to deliver more IT services
and respond quicker to changing
conditions and business needs.”

of CIOs see an increasing demand
for IT services.4
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Hurdles to overcome:
Multicloud complexity
However, adopting multicloud has
its own hurdles you must clear.
In most organizations, multicloud
adoption also introduces additional
complexities to IT management
and operations. The problems often
result in a 49% increase in siloed
workloads, fragmented data and
additional management tools.4

The hurdles of siloed workloads and data can negatively affect IT operations

70% of CIOs say their IT teams spend
too much time carrying out tasks that
could be automated.4

IT teams spend about 44% of their time
on manual tasks to “keep the lights on.”4

Things may worsen if IT experiences
an expected 27% increase in
workloads next year.4

How can you keep moving forward when faced
with multicloud challenges and change?
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Charging forward

Embrace change in a consistent way
While change is unpredictable, the process
of adapting to it is in your control. That’s
why many IT departments have embraced
runbooks to respond faster and achieve
consistent results. As IT systems and
personnel change, knowledge of how to get
things done or how to resolve issues can be
lost. Runbooks help overcome the issues of
knowledge loss and effective responses by
documenting the processes involved.

What is a runbook?
A runbook is an operations-focused set of
routine procedures and operations that
system administrators and operators
implement when a triggering event occurs.
The runbook describes procedures for
handling contingencies and special situations,
as well as beginning, stopping, supervising,
or debugging specific IT systems. Runbooks
allow IT operators to manage, troubleshoot
and fix systems effectively. Runbooks usually
contain two sets of processes: automated
and routine.
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Efficiently
accelerating
Runbook automation
While runbooks can help you adapt to
change, focusing your IT teams on higher
value initiatives is still a challenge. Luckily,
runbook automation (RBA) offers a more
efficient way to manage your IT operations
and support. RBA helps you respond
quicker and deliver more value from IT
departments and multicloud investments.

74%

of CIOs say their organizations would
lose competitive advantage unless
they spend less time “keeping the
lights on.”4

54%

of CIOs see automation as necessary
to reduce manual instrumentation
and interventions.4
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Runbook automation benefits:

Automate provisioning of IT resources.

Increase mean time between failures
(MTBF) to reduce outage times.

Lower mean time to repair (MTTR).

Reduce escalations, accelerate issue
acceptance and minimize trouble tickets.

Accelerate remediation time
and reduce risk exposure.

Improve transparency with a documented
chain of custody from source to resolution.
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Crossing the multicloud
finish line
Adopt a holistic approach with
runbook automation
There’s a big difference between starting
your race and completing your journey.
Many organizations start down the path of
multicloud and automation as an adaptive
strategy. But they can become frustrated
by multiple tools and the complexities of
automating IT processes. How can you
succeed where others have faltered after
a promising start?
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84%

of CIOs say the only effective way
forward is to reduce the number of tools
and manual efforts that IT teams must
invest in to monitor and manage cloud
and user experiences.4
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3 steps to successfully finishing
your multicloud race

1

2

3

Adopt a holistic approach to address
data and cloud instance fragmentation
by consolidating different tools and
environments — all supported by
runbook automation.

Automate your IT processes where
possible and develop a long-term
plan for increasing RBA to reduce
IT overhead.

As runbook processes grow more
complex and harder to track, engage
a third-party cloud expert and adopt
managed services.
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Winning your race against
constant IT change
Discover the Taos difference
Every athlete who wants to win hires a coach.
When it comes to succeeding with multicloud
and runbook automation, don’t be afraid to
hire your own team of experts to assist. That’s
where an experienced, qualified third-party
expert like Taos can help.

For more information about digital
transformation, visit www.taos.com
to consult with a Taos expert.

Taos helps enterprises migrate to the cloud
and modernize applications using cloudnative resources. Our technology consulting
and managed services can free your IT teams
from mundane and unproductive activities —
so you can successfully transform your
business. With Taos managed services,
you can adapt to constant IT change and
efficiently adopt a multicloud approach with
customized runbook automations.
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